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PAROLE COMMISSION ACTION

If you are recommended for a parole grantlrelease, the time frame within which you shall be released, as established by the
Chairperson of the Parole Commission, shall be reflected in the grant/order.

GENERAL REASONS FOR ACTION TAKEN
1.
You have NOT served sufficient time for punishment.
2.
Your institutional conduct has been satisfactory.
3.
Your program participation has NOT been satisfactory.
4.
You have developed an adequate plan, but will need Agent's verification.
5.
Release at this time would involve an unreasonable risk to the public.
COMMISSION COMMENTS

You are incarcerated for Poss FA by Felon, Burg, and Burg (Armed with a Dangerous Weapon). These offenses
occurred in Dec 93, just three months after you were released from prison after serving revocation time for 3 cts Burg
and Del Contr Sub. This current offense involved you and a co-defendant breaking into residences taking clothing,
alcohol, money and other items; and a .22 Caliber semi-automatic rifle was stolen from one residence. Law enforcement
noticed you and your co-defendant walking down the street carrying bags which were found to contain these stolen
items. When the police attempted to stop you for questioning, you led them on a foot pursuit. Eventually, you were
found in a residence in the neighborhood. The cases for which you were revoked have since discharged. You have
served 20 years of a 40 year sentence structure for this current offense. You explained drug and alcohol addiction
contributed to your entire offense history and despite completion of AODA in 1991, you continued to use upon release.
This is your 3rd incarceration, and you have an extensive history dating back as a juvenile. Since your last review,
conduct has remained positive and it will be in your best interest to maintain this record. In terms of programming, you
completed recommended programming of AODA and Vocational Education and CGIP was recently added and the
Commission supports enrollment into this group. You have managed to transition through reduced levels of
security, attained minimum in November 2012, with placement at OCI in December 2012. You obtained a work
assignment in BSI and worked in upholstery for 18 months. Since your last review you secured a work assignment as an
Admin Worker in May 2015. This position holds a great deal of responsibility, and with positive work evaluations (and
completion of CGIP) the Commission will support further transition with community work opportunities. As noted
at past reviews, your history has shown sporadic employment coupled with drug use and criminal history, you believe
through this incarceration, you have been able to establish vocational trades (custodial, fork lift, upholstery) along with a
work history to aid you upon release in the future. You have identified a support network of family members, and you are
close with your sister who lives in Minnesota and hope to release to her residence. This will require investigation when
ti meframe appropriate. In the meantime, considering the severity of the offense, more time is warranted, however with
the efforts you continue to take through positive conduct, productive use of your time, positive work evaluations, success
in CGIP, and further transition with work opportunities, hopefully all this will contribute toward reducing your risk for a
return to the community in the future.
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